INSTALLATION DETAILS

GENERAL CASE

TYPICAL VARIATIONS

LOCATION ON EMBANKMENT
HIGHER THAN 1.2m

LOCATION ON EMBANKMENT
UP TO 1.2m HIGH

LOCATION IN A NARROW CUTTING

LOCATION IN A SHALLOW CUTTING

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS: MEASUREMENTS IN mm. CORNER RADII = 25 AND 50. BORDER = 12.
   MAIN SIGN PANEL AREA = 0.113 SQM.
2. COLOURS: WHITE RETROREFLECTIVE LEGEND AND BORDER ON STANDARD GREEN
   RETROREFLECTIVE BACKGROUND.
3. FOR TWO LETTERS USE "CN" LETTERS.
4. FOR THREE NUMERALS USE "CN" NUMERALS.
5. RETROREFLECTIVE CLASS OF MATERIAL: CLASS 1.
6. GRAFFITI PROTECTION: TO BE SPECIFIED BY THE DESIGNER IN ACCORDANCE
   WITH MAIN ROADS GUIDELINES.
7. MATERIALS: ALL SIGN MATERIALS AND MANUFACTURE TO BE IN ACCORDANCE
   WITH MAIN ROADS SPECIFICATION 601.
8. POSTS TO BE OF UNPAINTED GALVANISED STEEL.
9. THIS DRAWING SUPERSEDES DRAWING NUMBER 7734-168.